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(GB) Installation and operating instructions LED
Rotating beacon for fixed installation
Art.-No. 20199
IMPORTANT: You require a special permit according to STVZO
§52 to operate the rotating beacon. Please inquire at your road
approval office (traffic authority)
You require a standard base to install the LED-rotating beacon. The
standard bases of the 'old' rotating beacons without LED technology also fit.
1. Screw the standard base in a suitable position onto the vehicle roof, so that the
rotating beacon can be seen from all sides.
2. Open the clamping screw at the RB and push the standard base into the holder
3. Tighten the clamping screw.
The LED-rotating beacon has 3 possible functions that can be set using the small, red
switch after removing the lamp glass
1. Rotating light
2. Double flash
3. Triple flash
The lamp glass is opened by turning it slightly to the left and is closed by turning it slightly
to the right (bayonet catch).
Technical data:
Voltage:
Number of LEDs:
Operating modes:
Measurements:
Weight:
Operating temperature:
E- test number

12/24 Volt
80 units SMD
Rotating light – flashing light 2-times - flashing light 3-times
Height 23 cm, lamp glass diameter- 12 cm,
Height of lamp glass 14 cm
400 grams
-30°C to +50 °C
E13 10R – 0412764 , Societé nationale de Certification et
d’homologation, L-5201 Sandweiler

Disposal:
Electronic devices are recycable materials and should not be disposed of with household waste. Dispose of the product at the end of its useful life according to the
applicable regulations.
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